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last time Joburg 
hosted environment 
conference: WSSD 

World Summit on Sustainable Development 
Johannesburg, 31 August 2002: 30,000 protested 
UN ‘type-two partnerships’, privatisation of 

water, emissions trading, neoliberalism  
 





Major sites for neoliberal plus 
sustainable dev. discourses  





global leaders exacerbate climate crisis 
Copenhagen Accord, COP 15, December 2009 

• Jacob Zuma (SA) 
• Lula da Silva (Brazil) 
• Barack Obama (USA) 
• Wen Jiabao (China) 

• Manmohan Singh (India) 



COP 16 
UNFCCC revived 

along with 
carbon trading 



Durban’s COP17 
‘Conference of Parties’ 

28 Nov-9 Dec 2011 
International Convention Centre 



Durban’s COP17 
‘Conference of 
Polluters’ 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trevor Houser, a climate and 
energy analyst at the Rhodium 
Group and a former adviser to the 
chief American climate negotiator, 
Todd D. Stern, said that the Durban 
platform was promising because of 
what it did not say.  
 “There is no mention of 
historic responsibility or per capita 
emissions. There is no mention of 
economic development as the 
priority for developing countries. 
There is no mention of a difference 
between developed and 
developing country action.” 





former Qatar oil minister 

Abdullah Bin Hamad al-Attiyah 

former carbon trader 

Christiana Figueres 



UNFCCC 

structural 
problem: 
national 

self-interest 
at UN COPs 







concept of 
‘ecological 
debt’ now 
recognised 
– as ‘loss & 
damage’ at 

COP18 



Richard Norgaard, economist at  
University of California, Berkeley: 
“At least to some extent, the rich 

nations have developed at the expense 
of the poor, and, in effect, there is a 

debt to the poor. That, perhaps, is one 
reason that they are poor. You don't see 

it until you do the kind of accounting 
that we do here.”  



World Council of Churches (Sept 2009): 
“ecological debt is the ecological 

damage caused over time to 
ecosystems, places and peoples through 
production and consumption patterns; 
and the exploitation of ecosystems at 
the expense of the equitable rights of 

other countries, communities or 
individuals.” 



Accion Ecologica: ecological debt is ‘the 
debt accumulated by Northern, 

industrial countries toward Third World 
countries on account of resource 

plundering, environmental damages, 
and the free occupation of 

environmental space to deposit wastes, 
such as greenhouse gases, from the 

industrial countries.’ 



North-South climate debt rises if 
we include outsourced production 

 



 

greenhouse gas emissions 
per person, 2000 

 
USA 

Canada  
Australia 

Saudi Arabia 
Kazakhstan 

Russia 

the climate debt 

who owes? 



who’s owed? climate change ‘creditors’ 

main losers:  
small islands, 
Central America,  
central South America, 
Central and Southeast Asia 
and much of Africa 



 





      

 

ActionAid ask: 
How much is required for 
climate mitigation, 2020? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

… how much is pledged? 



who should pay what share? 



lead US climate negotiator Todd Stern,  
on demand for recognising climate debt 

 
'The sense of guilt or  

culpability or reparations  
– I just categorically 

reject that' 
Stern thus rejects core 

principle: ‘polluter pays’ 

WikiLeaks revealed  
(Feb ‘10) Stern/Pershing 
bribery and bullying:  

Ethiopia, Maldives 

Ethiopian tyrant 
Meles Zenawi:  
UN Advisory  
Group on 
Finance cochair 
halved AU’s 
2009 demands 
for climate debt  

Maldives cabinet gets 
$50m in US aid = U-turn, 
to support Copenhagen   



instead of paying its 
debt, US plays the 
pollution markets 
 

 

 

 

 

      

     

 

DATE: December 12, 1991 
TO: Distribution 
FR: Lawrence H. Summers 

... I think the economic logic behind 
dumping a load of toxic waste in the 
lowest wage country is impeccable and we 
should face up to that… I’ve always 
thought that under-populated countries in 
Africa are vastly UNDER-polluted. (World Bank 
chief economist Larry Summers, later US Treasury Secretary, Obama’s 
economic manager, WB presidential candidate – www.whirledbank.org)  

 



‘Viagra Shot’ for Carbon Markets -- Financial Times, p. 1, 12 December 2011  

A global climate deal to extend the life of the Kyoto treaty and establish the parameters for negotiating a new pact by 2015 will 
provide a fresh stimulus to the world’s floundering carbon markets, according to bankers and analysts. “The deal provides a 
significant boost for investors in low-carbon technology,” said Abyd Karmali, global head of carbon markets at Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch, adding this was an achievement amid the woes of the eurozone crisis. In one of the more bullish business 
assessments of the new pact, which also includes a separate agreement to negotiate a new process aimed at legally obliging all 

countries to commit to cut their carbon emissions, he said the deal was “like a Viagra shot for the flailing 
carbon markets”. Carbon prices have plunged to record lows in recent weeks as Europe’s 
emissions trading scheme, the world’s largest, has been hit by eurozone uncertainties and 
fears of an oversupply of carbon credits.  



carbon trading strategy: 
in 1997, US vice-president Al Gore 
(later a carbon trader) pushed for 

Kyoto to include emissions markets,  
in exchange for Washington’s promised 

support … promise soon broken  

‘The European Union has 
adopted this US innovation 

and is making it work 
effectively there.’  
(An Inconvenient Truth, p. 252) 



impossible to finance renewable 
energy with such low carbon prices 

emissions market crashes, 2008-12  
2009 VAT fraud, 2010 resale fraud, 2011 theft-closure 

does EU carbon trading  
‘work effectively’? 





8-min critique of carbon trading  
www.storyofcapandtrade.org 

 





transforming fossil-addicted systems and 
paying for adaptation and loss & damage: 

 
• promised by Hillary Clinton at Copenhagen – but 
not available during current fiscal crisis 
•$100 billion isn’t enough 
• who benefits? existing power elite and aid 
industry – not poor climate victims 
• ‘False Solutions’ to be funded 
• carbon trade to provide 50% of GCF revenue? (so 
say Nick Stern and Trevor Manuel) 
• World Bank is interim GCF trustee despite leading 
role in fossil fuel financing 

 
Green Climate Fund – $100bn/year by 2020 
      



a better precedent: the ICC 

The International Criminal Court (ICC) 
created the Trust Fund for Victims, 
providing reparations to persons whose 
rights were violated, whether or not a 
criminal was convicted. The ICC defines 
reparations as “relieving the suffering and 
affording justice to victims not only 
through the conviction of the perpetrator 
by this Court, but also by attempting to 
redress the consequences”.  



The results after one year of implementation have 
been remarkable. 
• Before the pilot program, 42% of children in the 

village were malnourished. Now the proportion 
of malnourished children has dropped 
significantly, to 10%.  

• The village school reported higher attendance 
rates … children were better fed and more 
attentive.  

• Police statistics showed a 36.5% drop in crime 
since the introduction of the grants. 

• Poverty rates declined from 86% to 68% (97% to 
43% when controlled for migration).  

• Unemployment dropped as well, from 60% to 
45%, and there was a 29% increase in average 
earned income, excluding the BIG. 

 

Carnegie Council: 
http://www.policyinnovations.org/ideas/briefings/data/000163 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Basic Income 
Grant (BIG) pilot in 
Otjivero, Namibia 

(funded by German-
Namibian Evangelical 

Lutheran church)  
Council of Churches of Namibia (CCN), the 
National Union of Namibian Workers (NUNW), the 
umbrella body of the NGOs (NANGOF), the 
umbrella body of the AIDS organisations 
(NANASO), the National Youth Service (NYC), the 
Church Alliance for Orphans (CAFO), the Legal 
Assistance Centre (LAC) and the Labour Resource 
and Research Institute (LaRRI) 



optimal strategy: 
 

• ensure that the GreenHouseGas ‘polluters pay’ in 
a manner that first, compensates their climate 
change victims (BIG) thus promoting ‘adaptation’;  
 

• second, permits transformation of African energy, 
transport, extraction, production, distribution, 
consumption and disposal systems; and 
 

• third, in the process assures the ‘right to 
development’ for Africa in a future world 
economy constrained by emissions caps.  
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